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Abstract. Data Streams - unbounded sequences of time-varying data
elements - are pervasive. They occur in a variety of modern applications
including the Web where blogs, feeds, and microblogs are increasingly
adopted to distribute and present information in real-time streams. We
foresee the need for languages, tools and methodologies for represent-
ing, managing and reasoning on data streams for the Semantic Web.
We collectively name those research chapters Stream Reasoning. In this
extended abstract, we motivate the need for investigating Steam Rea-
soning; we characterize the notion of Stream Reasoning; we report the
results obtained by Politecnico di Milano in studying Stream Reasoning
from 2008 to 2010; and we close the paper with a short review of the
related works and some outlooks.
1 Motivation
The use of the Internet as a major source of information has created new chal-
lenges for computer science and has let to significant innovation in areas such
as databases, information retrieval and semantic technologies. Currently, we are
facing another major change in the way information in provided. Traditionally
information used to be mostly static with changes being the exception rather
than the rule. Nowadays, more and more dynamic information, which used to be
hidden inside dedicated systems, is getting available to decision makers. A large
part of this dynamic information is an (almost) “continuous” flow of information
with the recent information being more relevant as it describes the current state
of a dynamic system.
Continuous processing of these flows of information (namely data streams)
has been largely investigated in the database community [1]. Specialized Data
Stream Management Systems (DSMS) are available on the market and features
of DSMS are appearing also in major database products, such as Oracle and
DB2.
On the contrary, continuous processing of data streams together with rich
background knowledge requires specialized reasoners, but work on semantic tech-
nologies is still focusing on rather static data. In existing work on logical rea-
soning, the knowledge base is always assumed to be static (or slowly evolving).
There is work on changing beliefs on the basis of new observations [2], but the
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solutions proposed in this area are far too complex to be applicable to gigantic
data streams of the kind illustrated in the oil production example above.
As argued in [3], we strongly believe that there is a need to close this gap
between existing solutions for belief update and the actual needs of supporting
decision process based on data streams and rich background knowledge. We
named this little explored, yet high-impact research area Stream Reasoning.
2 Stream Reasoning
In this section we characterize the notion of Stream Reasoning giving a definition
and explaining what is peculiar to it.
Definition 1. Stream Reasoning: logical reasoning in real time on gigantic
and inevitably noisy data streams in order to support the decision process of
extremely large numbers of concurrent users.
Peculiar to stream processing, and thus also to Stream Reasoning, are the
notions of window [4] and continuous processing [5]. In the following we charac-
terize Stream Reasoning with regards to these two notions.
Window Traditional reasoning problems are based on the idea that all the in-
formation available should be taken in to account when solving the problem.
In Stream Reasoning, we eliminate this principle and restrict reasoning to a
certain window of concern which consists of a subset of statement recently
observed on the stream while previous information is ignored. This is nec-
essary for different reasons. First of all, ignoring older statements allows us
to saves computing resources in terms of memory and processing time to
react to important events in real time. Further, in many real-time applica-
tions there is a silent assumption that older information becomes irrelevant
at some point.
Continuous Processing Traditional reasoning approaches are based on the
idea that the reasoning process has a well defined beginning (when a request
is posed to the reasoner) and end (when the result is delivered by the system).
In Stream Reasoning, we move from this traditional model to a continuous
processing model, where requests in terms of reasoning goals are registered
at the reasoner and are continuously evaluated against a knowledge base
that is constantly changing.
3 Current State of Development in Politecnico di Milano
Deductive Stream Reasoning has been studied at Politecnico di Milano. In [6],
we specified a general and flexible architecture - based on the LarKC conceptual
architecture [ICSC08] - for reasoning in the presence of data streams and rich
background knowledge. This architecture leverages existing DSMS and SPARQL
engines and anticipates the possibility to extend RDF graphs, by introducing
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RDF streams and extending SPARQL to continuously processing RDF streams
observed through windows. Both these extensions are present in Continuous
SPARQL (or simply C-SPARQL) [7].
C-SPARQL adds RDF streams to the data types supported by SPARQL,
much in the same way in which the stream type has been introduced to extend
relations in relational data stream management systems. An RDF stream is
defined as an ordered sequence of pairs, where each pair is made of an RDF
triple and its timestamp τ :
. . .
(〈subji, predi, obji〉 , τi)
(〈subji+1, predi+1, obji+1〉 , τi+1)
. . .
Timestamps can be considered as annotations of RDF triples, and are mono-
tonically non-decreasing in the stream (τi ≤ τi+1). More precisely, timestamps
are not strictly increasing because they are not required to be unique. Any
(unbounded, though finite) number of consecutive triples can have the same
timestamp, meaning that they “occur” at the same time, although sequenced in
the stream according to some positional order.
Consider the program querying Twitter for tweets containing “I’m reading”.
The result is a stream that get continuously update with new tweets that match
the search criteria. Such stream can be represented as an RDF stream of triples,
stating what each twitter user is reading, annotate with the posting date-time.
. . .
(〈: Giulia, : isReading, : Twilight〉, 2010-02-12T13:34:41)
(〈: John, : isReading, : TheLordOfTheRings〉, 2010-02-12T13:36:28)
. . .
As a simple example of C-SPARQL, we informally explain a query that counts
how many followers of Giulia have been reading a book in the last hour.
1 REGISTER QUERY NumberOfGiuliaFollowersWhoAreReadingBooks COMPUTE EVERY 15m
AS
2 SELECT count(distinct ?user) as ?numberOfGiuliaFollowersReadingBooks
3 FROM <http :// streamingsocialdata.org/followersNetwork >
4 FROM STREAM <http :// streamingsocialdata.org/reading >
5 [RANGE 1h STEP 15m]
6 WHERE { ?user :follows :Giulia.
7 ?user :isReading ?x .
8 ?x a :Book . }
At line 1, the REGISTER clause is use to tell the C-SPARQL engine that
it should register a continuous query, i.e. a query that will continuously com-
pute answers to the query. The COMPUTE EVERY clause states the frequency
of every new computation, in the example every 15 minutes. The query joins
background and streaming knowledge. At line 3, the standard SPARQL clause
FROM is used to load in the default graph an RDF graphs describing who is fol-
lowing who on Twitter. At line 4, the clause FROM STREAM is used to tell the
C-SPARQL engine to process the stream exemplified above. Next, line 5 defines
the window of observation over the RDF stream. The window considers all the
stream triples in the last hour, and is advanced every 15 minutes. The content
of the window is loaded in the default graph as if it were a standard RDF graph.
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However, every 15 minutes new triples enter into the window and old triples exit
from the window, thus the default graph is modified accordingly. Note that the
query result does not change during the slide interval, and is only updated at
every slide change. Triples arriving in the stream between these points in time
are queued until the next slide change and do not contribute to the result until
then. The WHERE clause is standard; it includes a set of matching patterns that
operates over the default graph as in a standard SPARQL query. The results are
project by the SELECT clause at line 2, which also count the number of distinct
bindings of the variable ?user.
In [8], we propose a formal semantics of C-SPARQL language together with
a query graph model which is an intermediate representation of queries devoted
to optimization. We discuss the features of an execution environment, based on
[6] that leverages existing technologies and we introduce optimizations in terms
of rewriting rules applied to the query graph model, so as to efficiently exploit
the execution environment.
Finally in [9], we elaborate on the deductive reasoning support to C-SPARQL.
The [7] version of C-SPARQL can work under entailment regimes different from
RDF simple semantics, but at the cost of recomputing, when the window slides,
any deduction that depends from the triples in the window. In [9], we propose a
technique for incremental maintenance of materializations of ontological entail-
ments that exploits the transient nature of streaming data. By adding expiration
time information to each RDF triple, we show that it is possible to compute a
new complete and correct materialization whenever the window slides, by drop-
ping explicit statements and entailments that are expired, and then incremen-
tally adding all the deduction that depends on the new triples that entered the
window and tagging them with a correct expiration time.
The following example extends the C-SPARQL query above by requesting
to count only the followers of Giulia who were only twittering about books.








An example of C-SPARQL query that leverages such ontological definition
can be the following one:
1 REGISTER QUERY NumberOfGiuliaFollowersWhoAreReadingBooks COMPUTE EVERY 15m
AS
2 SELECT count(distinct ?user) as ?numberOfGiuliaFollowersOnlyReadingBooks
3 FROM <http :// streamingsocialdata.org/followersNetwork >
4 FROM STREAM <http :// streamingsocialdata.org/reading >
5 [RANGE 1h STEP 15m]
6 WHERE { ?user :follows :Giulia.
7 ?user a :UserOnlyTwitteringAboutBooks .
8 ?user :isReading ?x .
9 ?x a :Book . }
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In order to be evaluated, this C-SPARQL query requires the engine to reason
about the triple in the window and incrementally evaluate which users satisfy
the ontological definition of UserOnlyTwitteringAboutBooks.
4 Related Work
Two approaches, alternative C-SPARQL exists: Streaming SPARQL [10] and
Time-Annotated SPARQL (or simply TA-SPARQL) [11]. Both languages intro-
duce the concept of window over stream, but only C-SPARQL brings the notion
of continuous processing, typical of stream processing, into the language; all
the other proposal still rely on permanent storing the stream before process-
ing it using one-shot queries. Moreover, only C-SPARQL proposes an extension
to SPARQL to support aggregate functions1. Such a support for aggregates is
designed specifically to exploit optimization techniques [8] that push, whenever
possible, aggregates computation as close as possible to the raw data streams.
We believe that C-SPARQL is an important piece of the Stream Reasoning
puzzle, it supports OWL RL entailment [9] is only a first step toward Stream
Reasoning.
There are many ideas of how to support incremental reasoning on the differ-
ent levels of complexity. In particular, there are approaches for the incremental
maintenance of materialized views in logic [13], object-oriented [14] and graph
databases [15], for extensions of the well known RETE algorithm for incremen-
tal rule-based reasoning [16, 17] and even some initial ideas of how to support
incremental reasoning in description logics [18, 19]. All of these methods operate
incrementally, thus they are appropriate to treat information that changes, but
none of them is explicitly dedicated to process an (almost) continuous flow of
information with the recent information being more relevant.
5 Outlook
In these two years of work on Stream Reasoning, we have been mainly work-
ing on C-SPARQL and its corresponding infrastructure. We believe they pro-
vide an excellent starting point for Stream Reasoning research, because a) RDF
streams provide an RDF-based representation of heterogeneous streams and b)
C-SPARQL construct query can create RDF snapshots that can feed informa-
tion into existing reasoning mechanisms. We already made a first step in this
direction, investigating the incremental maintenance of ontological entailment
materializations [9]. This approach needs to be generalized to more expressive
ontological languages.
Moreover, the extraction of patterns from data streams is subject of ongoing
research in machine learning. For instance, results from statistical relational
learning are able to derive classification rules from example data in very effective
1 For a comparison between C-SPARQL and SPARQL 1.1 support for aggregates see
[12]
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ways. In our future work, we intend to link relational learning methods with C-
SPARQL to facilitate pattern extraction on top of RDF streams.
Finally, we envision the possibility to leverage recent developments in dis-
tributed and parallel reasoning [20, 21] as well as the compilation of reasoning
tasks into queries [22] for scaling up to gigantic data streams and to extremely
large numbers of concurrent reasoning tasks.
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